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THE TErnE ASSOCTATTON (tNDtA)

A.T.A (REVTSED) EXAMTNAnON-2O20

PART II -PAPER-A 2.1

PRINCIPTES OF YARN MANUFACTURE

Marks:1fi)
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Time: 2 prn to 5 pm

lnstructions:

1. Attempt SIX questions out of which Q1 is Compulsory

2. Answer each next question on new page.

3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.

4. lllustrate your answers with sketches and flow chart wherever necessary.

5. Use of nonprogrammable electronic pocket calculator permissible.

6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in the exam hall.

7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

Fill in the blanks

Tex is ................ yarn numbering system.

Opening of the individual fibres is essentially the task of the..............

Yarn clearers are principally of two types namely ............ and ..........

05

The basic function of doffer is to strip the fibres from the
The carding zone is the area between the main rylinder and the .........

Say true or false 05
Normally trash is separated from the cotton by centrifugal force.

Spinning tensions affects the yarn strength more than its elongation.

Balloon control rings and elliptical travellers cannot be used in combination.
The main work of the card, separation to individual fibres is done between the
main cylinder and the flats.

A high degree of yarn quality is not possibte without splicing.

Define or explain the followingterms. 05
a. Count b. Neps c. Noil d. Denier e. Tex

Match the followinc 05
Lap forming unit a. Direct yarn numbering units
Fancy yarn b. lndirect yarn numbering units
False twist c. Scutcher

Tex system d. Chenille

Metric system e. Reduce yarn breakage

What are the objectives of blow room? Discuss briefly the working procedure 08
used in the blow room

State the Degree of cleaning and degree of opening. Explain the objectives and 08
stages of blending.

Explain the principle of operation of a carding machine with neat labelled Og

diagram.

What are the functions of autoleveller? Explain the types of autoleveller and its 08
operating principle.
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what are the objectives of draw frame? Explain with neat labeled sketch the og
working principle of 4/4 draw frame?
Explain the importance of the combing operation and its technical and 0g
economic impact on spinning processes.

Differentiate between flyer lead and bobbin lead. State the objectives of speed 08
frame

Expiain the functions of ring spinning. Explain the advantages of ring spinning as og
compared to other systems of spinning.

what is winding tension? Explain the importance of the winding process. og
Explain briefly the different varieties of fancy yarns and their method of og
production. What is the commercia! importance of fancy yarns?
Write short notes on any 4 of the following t6
(i)Lap feeding Vs Chut feeding (ii) Yarn faults (iii) Fractional efficiency of comber
(iv) Spinning triangle (v) Bale blooming
calculate the draft of drawframe if the feeding sliver is 72 grains/yd, delivered 04
sliver is 48 grains/yd and the number of doubling is 8.

calculate the length of the yarn on a package of 60/2 cotton yarn with a tare a4
weight of 4.166 lb.. 

.

Comparison between the TFO and Ring doubler 04
Explain the different types of splicing and its working principle. 04
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